
Reception Autumn  

 

Spring 

 

Summer  

 

Topic ‘Ourselves’ 

Potions 

Nursery rhyme  

3 Little Pigs 

 

Polar lands 

Seasons 

Under the sea 

Pirates 

Mini beasts 

The 3 Billy Goats Gruff 

Healthy Eating 

Growing 

Special Events Transition from Nursery to 

Reception. 

Harvest  

 

Christmas play 

Christmas Fete 

Church visit 

Celebrations: 

Diwali 14th November   

Bonfire Night 

Visitors to school: 

Librarians 

Visit to Bedworth 

Library 

Dressing up Day –

Pirates 

Chinese New Year 

 

Easter  

Book week 

Trip  

 Transition from reception to 

year 1 

 Visit to Tesco – Healthy 

Eating/Allotment 

 

PSED I learn the names of the children in 

my class 

 

I learn good sitting good listening 

good looking  

 

I take  turns with a friend/small 

group 

 

I can talk about  how  I feel link to 

behaviour 

 

I ask for help to resolve conflicts. . 

 I  move safely around the school  

I can wash my  hands  correctly 

I  understand how to transport and 

store equipment safely, scissors and  

chairs 

I put my own coat on and  do it up 

I talk to a range of adults 

and children  in my  setting 

 

I talk about the things I 

am interested in 

I have a positive self-

image and want people to 

see me as the nice person I 

am. 

I can adapt my  actions to 

consider others 

I can comfort another 

child 

I can describe ways that 

some people can be unkind 

in the real world and online. 

I can offer examples of 

how this can make others 

feel. 

I can share 

something I am good  

at 

 

Protective 

behaviours 

I know I have the 

right to feel safe 

I know there are  

different feelings 

I know the names of 

parts of my  body 

I know my I can talk 

to people if I do not  

feel safe 

I know some  early 

warnings 

 

 

I use words to solve 

a problem with a 

friend 

 

 

 
  

 

I know  that there  

are different 

festivals  

 

I know that they have 

some things the same  

and some  things are 

different 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I can talk about  things I 

have learnt this year  

 

 

I can  

name feelings and  how I 

feel 

 

I share  ideas about my  

behaviour when I feel sad 

 happy  worried tired 

 

I recognise behaviour that 

might upset my friends 

 

 

. 

 

 

I can name  my  new teacher  

I know where  my  new class is 

 

I can say why I like some things 

more  than others 

 I can say when they do or don’t 

need help 

I collect the things I need for  

my learning 

I know  what to eat to keep 

healthy  

 

I can talk about the exercise I 

do to keep healthy 

 

I can talk about looking after 

myself  

 

I can talk about how I need to 

rest my body and brain 

 

values respect honesty Perseverance and 

Pride 

Care Fairness 

and equality 

Teamwork 



Communication 

& Language 

To listen to stories with attention 

and recall 

 

To join in with repeated refrains 

 

To follow directions 

 

Respond to simple instructions. 

 

Use talk to connect ideas. 

 

 

To maintain attention 

 

To listen and do for a 

short span 

 

To understand ‘why’ and 

‘how’ 

 

 

To respond to what 

they hear with 

relevant comments 

 

To anticipate events 

in stories. 

 

Respond to 

instructions involving 

a two-part sequence 

 

To understand 

humour, nonsense 

rhymes and jokes 

 

To respond to what 

they hear with 

relevant comments 

 

To anticipate events 

in stories. 

 

Respond to 

instructions involving 

a two-part sequence 

 

To understand 

humour, nonsense 

rhymes and jokes 

 

 

 

To maintain concentration 

 

To respond to what others say with relevance 

 

To listen and respond to ideas made by others in a conversation 

 

To respond to instructions involving several ideas. 

 

To answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions. 

 

To show awareness of the listeners’ needs. 

To develop their own narrative when story 

telling 

 Ongoing C&L: 

To learn and use new vocabulary. 

To use a range of tenses (past, present and future) correctly. 

To link statements and stick to a main theme. 

To use talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events 

Physical fine  

motor 

health and  

selfcare in 

PSHE 

 

Draws lines and circles using gross motor movements. 

Uses one-handed tools and equipment, e.g. makes snips in paper with child scissors. 

Holds pencil between thumb and two fingers, no longer using whole-hand grasp. 

Holds pencil near point between first two fingers and thumb 

Uses simple tools to effect changes to materials. 

Handles tools, objects, construction and malleable materials safely and with increasing control. 

Shows a preference for a dominant hand. 

Begins to use anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines. 

Begins to form recognisable letters. 

Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed. 
 

Physical Skills Basic movement Developing balance Agility and 

coordination 

Team games Movement patterns 

 I move in my own space thinking 

about others 

I move in a variety of ways in and 

out of cones and objects. 

I jump with both feet leaving the 

ground. 

I balance on one foot 

(either).  

I balance on a piece of 

apparatus. 

I side roll. 

I use hand-eye 

coordination to 

control a ball. 

I  throw and catch a 

large ball (over arm 

and under arm) 

I participate in a 

game with an opposing 

side. 

I control a ball within 

a team setting. 

I copy and explore basic movements and body patterns. 

I vary the size of my body shapes. 

I respond to the beat.  

I experiment with my  movements adding my  own idea 

I travel around, under, over and through balancing and climbing 

equipment. 



I coordinate my body  to try to hop, 

skip 

I stop on command 

I know about different  running 

speeds – jog  run fast sprint 

I move with some control 

to balance  and turn and 

stop 

I catch a variety of 

objects. 

I roll a ball to an end 

target. 

I kick a ball using 

side of foot. 

 

I use hands to control 

a ball. 

(informal peer 

coaching) 

I scoot on a pre pedal bike 

 

Literacy 

reading  

I can add to an alliteration  

I recognise rhythm in spoken words. 

I continue a rhyming string. 

I can join in with nursery rhymes 

I can say a  nursery rhyme 

I listen to and join in with stories 

and poems, one-to-one and also in 

small groups. 

I join in with repeated refrains  

I anticipate key events and 

phrases in rhymes and stories. 

I show interest in illustrations and 

print in books and print in the 

environment. 

I recognise familiar words and signs 

such as own name and advertising 

logos 

I look at books independently. 

I am beginning to be aware 

of the way stories are 

structured. 

I suggest how the story 

might end. 

I listen to stories with 

increasing attention and 

recall. 

I describe main story 

settings, events and 

principal characters. 

I listen to and acting out 

stories using the story  

language  I have recalled 

I hear and say the initial 

sound in words. 

I hear the final sound in 

words 

I can segment the sounds 

in simple words and blend 

them together 

I know which letters 

represent some sounds. 

I use  vocabulary and 

forms of speech that I 

hear  in  books. 

 

 

I can segment the 

sounds in simple 

words and blend 

them  

I  know which letters 

represent some 

sounds  

I am beginning to 

read words and 

simple sentences. 

 

 I enjoy an increasing 

range of books. 

I know that 

information can be 

retrieved from books 

and computers 

I link 

sounds to 

letters, 

naming and 

sounding 

the letters 

of the 

alphabet. 

 

I demonstrate  understanding when I talk to 

others about what I have  read 

I read  some common irregular  words 

I use phonic knowledge  to decode regular words 

and  read them aloud 

I read simple sentences 

writing I can write some letters in response  

to the sounds I hear 

I can write my name 

I am beginning to write 

simple words 

I write for a range of 

purposes; cards, 

invitations, posters 

I can read back some of 

what I have written 

I  write some words, 

including irregular 

words 

I am beginning to 

write simple 

sentences 

I contribute ideas to 

guided riddles and 

simple stories 

 

I write 

sentences 

using full 

stops and 

finger 

spaces 

I write 

facts  

 

I begin to join sentences using ‘and’  

I write  a simple story with a beginning middle  

and end 



Maths I recite numbers in order to 10./20 

 

I know that numbers identify how 

many objects are in a set. 

 

I represent numbers using fingers, 

marks on paper or pictures. 

 

I can say the amount  I have  

 

I  compare practically using  more- 

identical and  non-identical objects 

 

I say the number that is one more 

than a given number within 5 

 

I sort in to groups eg 3s 

I say what I notice 

 

I sort shapes  noticing similarities 

and differences  

I create a picture or model by 

choosing particular shapes 

I begin to use  shape vocabulary -

circle square  triangle star oblong 

rectangle cube  pyramid  cylinder 

sphere cone  face edge corner flat  

curved solid end  

I use spatial vocabulary (in, on, next 

to, behind, under, in front of, 

between) when  using  construction  

I can make  an ab/c pattern  

 

 

 

I use  counting skills learnt 

in Autumn 1 to count and  

record own amounts 

 

I match numeral and 

quantity correctly.1 to 10 

 

I show an interest in 

number problems. 

 

 I choose  different  

resources to count   

 

I can represent  an amount 

in different  ways 

I can make  a pattern 

choosing and repeating it  

I can talk about my  

pattern 

 

                                           

      

 I  estimate how many 

objects  

 I can see and checks by 

counting them. 

 

I record using marks that 

I can interpret and explain. 

 

I can use  some  measures 

language (size  compare 

just  over  just  under 

nearly close  to the same  

I can  use long short tall 

high low  thick thin 

I use  longer shorter  

longest shortest 

 I represent  a spatial 

relationship eg make  map 

I can talk about 

part/part/ whole of 

a number 

I combine 2 groups 

to find  a whole 

I use a ten frame  

To know  number 

bonds to 5 

I combine and 

partition groups to 

10 

I  can compare 

groups to 10 

I count on and  back 

on a number line to 

10 

I measure time days, 

months and  seasons  

I  describe and  sort 

2d and  3d shape 

I understand and 

represent teen  

numbers in a variety 

of ways 

 

 

I learn Number facts: 

one more and one less 

 

 I group and count in 

2s 5s  10s  

 

 

I count on and back to 

add and  take away  

 

I compare  2 /3 

lengths weight 

capacity longest 

shortest etc 

 

half full 

full empty  

container  

 holds  

heavier  lighter  

heaviest lightest  

heavy  light  

 

 

I can show 

halving, 

sharing 

doubling  1 

to 6 

I can make 

complex 

patterns  

Abb abbc 

I use  

pattern 

vocabulary 

pattern 

symmetrical 

repeating 

pattern 

match  

I count on 

and back 

one to add 

and take 

away 

I can 

compare 3  

items  by 

their 

weight non 

standard  

I use  

measures 

vocabulary 

weigh 

weight 

weighs  

scales 

balances  

I can think of my  own problems using known 

mathematical 

 

I read  and can show numbers to 20 with 

apparatus 

 

 I can order  numbers  to 20 

 

I can use doubling and  halving in  problem-

solving  

 

I can use  apparatus  to show sharing 

I link sharing to odd and  even 

 

I can order events using the days of  the week 

 

I use words related to time 

now  soon early late 

 slow quick new  old 

week days today  

yesterday tomorrow   

afternoon evening  

morning bedtime   

dinnertime playtime  

 

 

 



draw model you I   made  

from above 

I can follow directions on a 

map (forwards, position 

backwards sideways over  

under below outside inside 

opposite  between before  

after ,  

 

I use  

heavier  

lighter , 

lightest 

heaviest  

I can 

compare 3  

items using 

capacity 

I talk about 

capacity: 

eg. holds 

more  holds 

less 

Understanding 

the World 

People and communities.  

Shows interest in the lives of people who are familiar to them. 

Talk about significant events in their own experience: How I’ve 

changed since a baby 

Recognises and describes special times or events for family or 

friends. Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines. 

 

The world. 

Comments and asks questions about aspects of their familiar world such as the place where they live or the 

natural world. Developing an understanding of growth, decay and changes over time 

Can talk about some of the things they have observed such as animals, natural and found objects.  

Looks closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change   

Shows care and concern for living things and the environment.  

Can talk about some of the things they have observed such as plants, animals, natural and found objects. Talks 

about why things happen and how things work. Technology. Uses ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate 

computer software. 

History/ 

Science Skills 

chronology  

I know the days of the week and 

link these to my timetable 

I  use  after, next for our class 

timetable 

I am beginning to compare 

similarities and differences in the 

clothes I wear  for the seasons   

 

Chronology 

I can mark significant  

events on the class 

calendar to use  soon 

before  after  

I can compare similarities 

and  differences:  

I can make  a simple 

comment about the 

weather each day 

I can name the 

season spring and I 

know what happens in 

spring 

I can compare 

similarities and  

differences 

I know that I wear 

different clothes for 

different occasions  

 

I can sequence 2 /3 

pictures me  now and  

as a baby, toddler 

/nursery 

I can talk about an 

event from my past 

and how I have 

changed 

 

Historical enquiry 

artefacts : 

I can make  

a time  line 

of key 

events in 

reception  

Starting 

school, 

Christmas,  

Trip, 

Easter, 

 

 

I explore the passing of  time 

I can make  a timeline of the seasons  this  year  

 



I can name the season autumn and I 

know what happens in autumn 

 

I know that I wear 

different clothes for 

different occasions  

I know that different  

clothes are worn by  

different people to 

celebrate 

I am beginning to 

understand a range of 

celebrations 

 

 I know  an object is  

from the past – a toy 

I played  with as a 

baby, a toy my  

teacher/parent 

played with as a  child 

History  On going to explore the passing of time using class timeline , days months and  seasons 

To learn to say the day the month and  the season  

In role play: To explore the language associated with time: before, now, next, soon. 

Science Skills 

And  

geography  

Enrich vocabulary   by  exploring and using senses to investigate  objects and materials 

Through role play children will - 

Explore and recognise  features of living things  

Explore and recognise  of how things work  

To talk about their own environment  

To notice features of  their play environment  

To make  physical feature 

Explore properties of dry wet sand  

Use building skills 

Ask questions about why things happen 

Explore physical processes though play magnet tray 

Explore  materials from the natural and manmade  world 

Science Skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 I recognise  how things work ( eg 

by joining new construction kits) 

I notice  differences  and 

similarities in the construction  

 

I  notice  features in my  new  

environment 

 

I can select and ask for tools for  a purpose when 

using sand  and mud  

 

I can use  building skills for a purpose – moulds etc 

 

I can say what might happen when I use  different  

building materials 

 

I learn the words similar and different (  across 

curriculum) – celebrations festivals  clothing etc 

I explore  the 

properties  of water: 

pour, run drip April 

showers,  

 

I can problem solve eg 

finding out how to 

move water from one 

place to another 

 

Science 

Week 

 

I explore 

properties 

of 

materials 

through 

play 

I can talk 

about  

changes -in 

sand and 

mud  - 

adding 

different 

materials 

(pasta, 

water, 

 I can observe  and predict -

growing  

 

I start  to make  links  and  

notice patterns 

 

I can use materials from natural 

and manmade world in my art: I 

can talk about the materials. 



 

 

 

 

I explore sand and mud eg. I am 

beginning to select resources for  a 

purpose (scooping and filling) 

 

I use the words push and pull when 

I explore movement 

 

I can say if the movement is a push 

or pull 

 

I am beginning to  describe  seasons 

 

 

I can say what my  senses  are  

 

I use  my  senses to explore  and make  comments 

using  smell taste  touch hear see/sight 

 
 

I explore changes: 

freezing and melting 

 

I can say some 

similarities and 

differences between 

animals 

 

I can beginning to say 

why animals live in 

different places and 

look 

different/different 

diet 

eg magnet  

tray 

light box  

 

I observe 

and make 

predictions 

about how 

objects 

behave in 

water: 

floating and 

sinking 

 

porridge 

etc) 

 

I explore 

changes: 

heat 

changes/ 

dissolving 

:baking 

cakes 

 

Geography 

(see science 

and history- 

cross 

curricular) 

I can talk about the outdoor area 

and  the new  indoor  

area and what is the purpose in each 

 

I can create physical 

features in the mud: sand  

tunnels hills roads 

I can create physical 

features in the sand  

and mud  

environment 

different to ours 

 

I compare 

environments  

I can use  position  and direction words to instruct  a friend  

far near close  

I can describe where I am as I move on an obstacle course 

 Ongoing: 

Locational Knowledge 

Experience talking about similarities and differences in relation to places, objects, materials and living things. 

Place Knowledge 

Experience talking about the features of their own immediate environment and how environments might vary from one another 

Human and physical  

Have lots of opportunities to make observations of the environment and explain why some things occur and talk about changes 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 

Experience and use everyday language to talk about positions and distance to solve problems. They will be able to their relative position such as behind or  next to 

 

 

 

Design 

Technology 

across the 

year 

Construction: 

I can construct with a purpose in 

mind, e.g. using scissors, glue, string 

and a hole-punch  

 

 

Structures and Joins: 

I can observe closely and replicate a structure, e.g. 

following a visit, children make a milking shed, 

church tower out of small wooden bricks. 

Using a range of 

tools: 

I can plan and adapt 

initial ideas to make 

them better, e.g. a 

child might choose to 

use scissors, a 

Cooking: 

I am 

beginning to 

understand 

some of the 

tools, 

techniques 

Exploration: 

I know how 

everyday 

objects 

work by 

dismantling 

things and 

I can record their experiences 

by, for example, drawing, 

writing, voice recording or 

modelling.(bean diary) 



stapler, elastic bands 

and glue to join. But 

they might then 

modify their initial 

idea by using masking 

tape.  

and 

processes 

involved in 

food 

preparation. 

E.g. taking 

turns 

stirring the 

mixture for 

a cake and 

then 

watching it 

rise while 

cooking. 

Children 

should 

practise 

stirring, 

mixing, 

pouring and 

blending 

ingredients 

during 

cookery 

activities. 

I use my 

senses and 

discuss my 

experiences 

e.g. when 

tasting 

different 

foods 

looking 

closely at 

their 

component 

parts, e.g. a 

child might 

dismantle a 

pepper 

grinder and 

discover 

how it is put 

together 

and the 

materials 

different 

parts are 

made from. 

 Ongoing: 

Children should use a range of tools including scissors, hole punch, stapler, glue spreader, rolling pin, cutter and grater. 

Discussion: 

I use my senses and discuss my experiences e.g. when tasting different foods 

I notice and discuss materials around me e.g. utensils for cooking, tree barks on a walk, soft furnishings in the classroom.  

I can discuss reasons that make activities safe or unsafe e.g. hygiene and electrical awareness..  



I use the language of designing and making, e.g. words such as ‘join', ‘build' and ‘shape' as well as evaluative and comparative language - ‘longer', ‘shorter', ‘lighter', ‘heavier' and 

‘stronger'. Children should also I I can record their experiences by, for example, drawing, writing, voice recording or modelling. 

Computing-

understanding 

Programming 

Digital 

literacy 

 

I explore technology 

(camera  ipad whiteboard  

class computer/laptop .g. role play 

toys, photocopiers, automatic doors, 

dismantling old phones and laptops 

I play  back a recording , share 

photos of  my  learning 

 

 

 

I can sequence a story and 

characters (logical 

reasoning) 

 

I can make  predictions 

about what will happen 

next   
 

I can  perform simple 

functions using mouse and 

keyboard 

 

I can complete a simple 

computer program 

 

I know that work I create 

belongs to me. 

 

 I can name my work so 

that others know it belongs 

to me. 

I can identify rules 

that help keep us 

safe and healthy in 

and beyond the home 

when using 

technology. I can 

give some simple 

examples. 

 

I know that you can 

use the internet to 

find things out.  

I can identify some 

devices that can be 

used to find things 

out 

 

I can plan a piece of art that involves 

layers 

 

I explore ways of making and 

listening to sounds using simple 

programs, apps and devices, (e.g., 

karaoke machines, music mats and 

age appropriate apps) 

 

I can write steps 

(algorithms)‘programming’ friends by 

telling them how to move around like 

a robot or make a pretend sandwich 

 

I can use control toys like remote 

control cars, Beebots or Early Years 

Roamer. 

 

I can  draw 

a  conclusion 

based on an 

investigation 

(planting) 

I can talk about and compare 

artefacts, photos. videos and 

describe how technology has 

changed over time and how it 

differs across cultures. 

 

I can identify rules that help 

keep us safe and healthy in and 

beyond the home when using 

technology. I can give some 

simple examples. 

E-Safety Ongoing: 

I can recognise that I can say ‘no’ / ‘please stop’ / ‘I’ll tell’ / ‘I’ll ask’ to somebody who asks me to do something that makes me feel sad, embarrassed or upset . 

 I am beginning to understand how this could be either in real life or online. 

I can recognise some ways in which the internet can be used to communicate.  

I can give examples of how I (might) use technology to communicate with people I know. 

Re   I can tell you about a special story 

 

I know a  birthday is  a special time  

and say what I can do to celebrate 

 

I can say other special times  for 

me   

 

I can tell you a special 

story  about Jesus 

I know that Christmas is  a 

special time for Christians 

I know that the Bible is a 

special Christian book 

I can tell you a special 

story  about Diwali 

I know who is special 

to me  and  can say 

why 

I can talk about  the 

people who help and 

care about me 

I can talk about what 

special people do to 

show they care 

I can say what makes 

a good friend 

 

I know that in the  

Easter story  Jesus 

was a good friend  and 

he had good friends 

 

I can name 

different feelings 

I can say how  I 

might know how  

others feel 

 I can say what I 

like in nature 

I can say  when it  might be  a good idea  

to work with others  

 I can say who I would like to work with  

I know  how  to be kind to the people in 

my  group 



I know the word respect  and can 

say  how I can show this  to others 

 

 

 

 

I know  that Diwali is  a 

special time  

I begin to notice how 

special stories are  

different  

I know that the church is  

a special Christian place 

I know that a temple is a 

special place 

I know  we  have  a special 

place in our school where 

we can think  

I can talk about a 

place where  I feel 

safe 

 

I can tell you a 

special story  about 

Chinese New Year 

I know  that Chinese 

New Year is a special 

time  

I begin to notice how 

special stories are  

different  

 

I  can talk about how 

we welcome  new 

babies 

I can say a new  

thing I noticed on a 

nature  walk  

I can say what is 

special about  the 

things  I see 

I can say how I can 

help to look after  

our world 

I can listen to the 

special things 

friends likes 

 

 Children will engage with RE concepts and learning in their role play , story time, taking care, values 

RE  will link to and  be embedded across the early  years curriculum 

Parables Lost Sheep house  on the rock 2 Sons (Prodigal Son)    Good Samaritan    House on the Rock    Precious Pearl  

Expressive 

Art and 

Design 

Portrait painting 

Role play home 

Nursery Rhymes 

Storylines and narratives 

Singing for sounds –tapping rhythms 

Introduce genres of music 

 

Build and construct  

Initiate movement to music 

Build a repertoire of music 

and dance 

Work collaboratively to 

create  a narrative Printing 

(fireworks) 

Choosing ways to do 

things 

Seasonal scenes 

(background and 

collage) 

Paper 3d penguins 

 

Exploring materials 

Collage 

Marbling (sea  collage) 

Thinking imaginatively 

3D artefacts (boats) 

 

Explore 

colour 

(create a 

colour 

chart using 

found 

natural 

materials) 

3D 

modelling 

Role play 

home 

Storytelling 

 

Planning and making decisions 

Combining media 

Reviewing and improving 



 Drawing/Painting: 

I can use basic shapes and lines to 

represent people and objects. 

I can hold the brush effectively 

according to the size of the brush 

handle. 

I can load paint onto the bristles of 

the brush. 

I experiment using different 

materials for non-structured mark 

making.  

I experiment using different 

materials for non-structured mark 

making. 

Printing: 

I experiment with applying 

paint to a variety of found 

objects. 

I am beginning to know 

when to reload paint. 

I am beginning to print 

evenly and gently. 

 

3d: 

I can use tape and glue to 

attempt joining materials. 

I am beginning to create 

basic 3d shapes to 

represent ideas (clay pinch 

pot) 

3d: 

I can use tape and 

glue to attempt 

joining materials. 

I am beginning to 

create basic 3d 

shapes to represent 

ideas. 

 

Collage: 

I experiment with a 

range of pre-cut 

materials (colours 

and textures) 

 

I can load glue onto a 

glue spreader and 

remove excess. 

Collage: 

I can use basic shapes 

and lines to represent 

people and objects. 

I can draw what I 

see. 

I can load glue onto a 

glue spreader and 

remove the excess 

 

Printing: 

I can print evenly and 

gently 

 

I am beginning to 

create basic 3d 

shapes to represent 

ideas. 

 

Painting: 

I can hold the brush 

effectively according to 

the size of the brush 

handle. 

I can load paint onto the 

bristles of the brush. 

I can rinse brush and 

remove excess water.  

I experiment using 

different materials for 

non-structured mark 

making. 

I experiment with mixing 

colours. 

Painting: 

I experiment with mixing colours 

Collage: 

I can combine materials to 

achieve an effect (natural and 

man-made) 

Drawing 

I can use basic shapes and lines 

to represent people and objects. 

I can draw what I see. 

 

Music Skills I can describe the sound of 

instruments eg scratchy sound, soft 

sound.   

I can think abstractly about music 

and express this physically or 

verbally eg “This music sounds like 

floating on a boat.” “This music 

sounds like dinosaurs.”  

I can play instruments (including 

imaginary ones such as air guitar) to 

match the structure of 

the music, eg playing quietly with 

quiet parts 

within music, stopping with the 

music when it   stops. 

I can tap rhythms to accompany 

words, eg tap the syllables of 

names/objects/ animals/lyrics of a 

song.  

I can sing entire songs.   

I enjoy performing, solo 

and or in a group.   

I can pitch match, ie 

reproduce with his or her 

voice the pitch of a tone 

sung by another.   

I can describe changes in 

music and compare pieces 

of music, eg “this music 

started fast and then 

became slow.” “This music 

had lots of instruments but 

this music only had voices.” 

“This music was spiky and 

this music was smooth.”   

 

I show control to 

hold and play 

instruments to 

produce a musical 

sound, eg hold a 

triangle in the air by 

the string with one 

hand and play it with 

a beater with the 

other. 

I can move in time to 

the pulse of the 

music being listened 

to and physically 

respond to changes 

in the music, eg jump 

in response to 

loud/sudden changes 

in the music. 

I can move to the 

sound of instruments, 

eg walk, jump, hop to 

the sound of a beating 

drum.  

I can keep a steady 

beat whilst playing 

instruments – his or 

her own steady beat 

in his or her creative 

music making.   

I can play instruments 

with control to play 

loud/ quiet, 

(dynamics), fast/slow 

(tempo).  

I anticipate changes in 

music, eg when music is 

going to get faster, louder, 

slower. 

I can play along to the beat 

of the song they are 

singing or music being 

listened to. 

I can replicate familiar 

choreographed dances eg 

imitate dance and 

movements associated with 

pop songs.   

 

 

 

I can create rhythms using 

instruments and body percussion.  

I can play along with the rhythm 

in music, eg may play along with 

the lyrics in songs they are 

singing or listening to. 

 

I can choreograph own dances to 

familiar music, individually, in 

pairs/small groups. 

 

I can associate genres of music 

with characters and stories.   

 



 

 

 

I can add sound 

effects to stories 

using instruments.  


